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ABSTRACT 
Let H be a real or complex Hilbert space with dim H > 1. The subspace 
~" c~(H)  is an ideal if and only if TA - AT* ~s¢ for every T ~ ' (H) ,  A ~s¢. 
Every element of ~ ' (H)  is the finite sum of TA - AT* type operators. 
The first result concerning the relation between the subspaces of ~ ' (H)  
for a Hilbert space H which are ideals with respect to different types of 
(possibly nonassociative) ring operations can be found in [3]. It was proved 
there that if H is a complex infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space, 
then considering the Lie and Jordan products on ~ ' (H)  
[T, a ]  = ra  - AT,  To A = ½(TA + aT) ,  
every Lie ideal can be "approximated" by an associative ideal and ever5, 
Jordan ideal is an associative ideal [3, Theorems 2 and 3]. 
The commutators [T, A] are in a close connection with the derivations on 
~(H)  (see [7] for one of the most recent results). Nowadays another 
derivationlike mapping also attains more and more importance. Let s¢ be a 
*-ring. The additive function J: d- - ,d  is called a Jordan *-derivation if" 
] (x  2) = J (x )x*  + xJ(x) holds for all x ~¢.  These mappings are extensively 
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studied because, by the fundamental theorem of Semrl [8], their structure is 
intimately related to the problem of representability of quadratic functionals 
via sesquilinear forms (el. [6, 10]). Concerning operator algebras it was also 
Semrl [6, 9] who proved that for a real or complex Hilbert space H, every 
Jordan *-derivation j: ~q~(H) ~ ~.~(H) is of the form 
J (T )  = JA(T) = TA - AT* [T ~ ' (H) ]  
with an A ~ ~' (H)  (cf. [1]). For some interesting properties of the ranges of 
these mappings, see [4, 5]. 
The aim of this note is to study analogous questions for our operation 
TA - AT* to those which were considered in [3]. We first call attention to 
the observation that from many viewpoints this operation is much easier to 
handle in the complex case than in the real one. The main reason is that in 
the former case, in contrast o the latter one, there is an operator A = iI 
which commutes with every operator; its adjoint is -A  and its square is - I .  
However, similar considerations to those which were employed in [6], to- 
gether with elementary matrix theory, can help to reach our goals. 
To conclude the introduction we mention that there should be no doubt 
that, contrary to the case of the Lie and Jordan products, our results can be 
formulated for the operation TA + AT* in the same way. 
In the sequel et M, x, denote the algebra of n × n real matrices. 
THEOREM. Let H be a real or complex Hilbert space, and agc  8 (  H ) be 
a (linear) subspace. I f  
TA - AT* ~d (T  ~,.~( H) ,  A ~5¢), 
then ae is an ideal. 
Proof. The statement concerning the complex case is trivial. Assume 
that H is a real Hilbert space with even or infinite dimension. Consider the 
operators defined by Semrl in [6, Proof of Theorem 2.3], that is, let {e~, f~: 
ot ~ F} be a complete orthonormal set in H, and let 
D= E- f~®G + Ee~®f . ,  E= EG®e.+ E - f .®f . ,  
Q' OL Og Ol 
r=Ef~e~+Eeo~L. 
Ot a 
It is easy to see that 
D* = -D=D -1, E* =E =E -1, F* =F=F -1, 
DE = -F= -ED.  
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Let A ~ ~¢ be Fixed. Then DA + AD ~ s¢', and that implies that -2  A + 
2DAD = D(DA + AD)  + (DA + AD)D ~.~¢. Consequently, DAD ~.~¢. In 
a similar way it follows that for every T ~ ~ ' (H)  we have 
TDA - ADT*  + TAD - DAT*  = T(  DA + AD)  - ( DA + AD)T*  ~oq¢'. 
(1) 
But we can also infer 
TDA + ADT* = (TD)  A - A (TD)*  ~o~', 
TAD + DAT* = -D(DTA + AT*D)D 
= -D[ (DT)  A - A (DT)* ]  D ~J .  
(2) 
Combining (1) and (2), we obtain T(DA + AD)  ~s¢', which further implies 
T(A  - DAD)  = - (TD) (DA + AD)  ~sY  IT ~q~(H) ] .  (3) 
Using similar considerations one can show that 
T( A - EAE) ,  T(  A - FAF)  ~d [T ~ ' (H) ] .  
These result in T(DAD + FAF) = T [DAD - E (DAD)E]  ~_s~¢ and T(A  + 
DAD) ~,s~'. Now, by (3) we arrive at TA ~s¢" [T E ~(H) ] ,  which means that 
.ae is a left ideal. The right ideal property of ~ '  can be proved analogously. 
l~t  us turn to the case when the dimension of H is an odd natural 
number which is greater than 1. For  every k, 1 = 1 . . . . .  n let Ekt =(e i j )  be 
the n × n matrix whose (k, l) entry ekl = 1 and whose other elements are 0. 
Suppose that for every k, l = 1 . . . . .  n there is a matrix B = (bij) E .~.~¢ such 
that bkt 4: 0. Let P = I - E,,,. Then 
( PTP) (PAP)  - ( PAP) (  PTP)* 
= P [ (PTP)A  - A (PTP)* ]P  ~ po~cp (A  ~,~¢). 
From the validity of the statement for (n - 1) × (n - 1) matrices, it follows 
that for an arbitrary element C of M(,_1~×o~_1~ there is an n x n matrix 
B ~ such that cij =b i j  ( i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n - 1). Let k , l  = 1 . . . . .  n -  1, 
k ~ l, and a ~ E. If A = (aij) ~ is such that 
a if ( i , j )  = (k ,1 ) ,  
a,j = 0 if ( i , j )  -¢: (k , I )  
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for every i, j = 1 . . . . .  n - 1, then aE,  t = E,~ k A - AE*  k ~.~.  Similarly, if 
A ~ ~ is such that 
-a  if ( i , j )  = ( l , k ) ,  
a,j = 0 if ( i , j )  4: ( l , k )  
for every i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n -  1, then aEln = E,k  A -  AE*  k ~¢.  Finally, if 
A ~ ~¢ is such that 
0 if ( i , j )  = (k ,n ) ,  
a,j = if ( i , j )  4: (k ,n )  
for every i, j = 1 . . . . .  n with (i, j )  4: (n, n), then aEnn = E,k A - AE*  k 
~¢. Thus we have proved that in this case ja¢ = M n x n holds true. 
It remains to show that if there is a pair i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n such that 
Eii.aCEjj = {0}, then ~¢ = {0}. In fact, from the statement concerning the even 
case, for the matrices P1 = I - Enn, P2 = I -E l t ,  P3 = Et l  + Enn we have 
Pi,acP, = {0) (i = 1,2 ,3) ,  
and that implies the desired assertion. • 
As for our second result, we recall the classical theorem of Wintner and 
Wielandt stating that in a normed algebra with unit element e, every 
commutator is different from e. Moreover, by [2, Corollary 2, p. 131], for a 
complex infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space H, the subspace of 
~(H)  spanned by the set of commutators i the whole operator algebra. 
Now, one may ask what can be stated concerning our operation. It is easy to 
see that in the complex case there is no such "exceptional" operator as I is 
with regard to the commutators. However, the situation is completely differ- 
ent in the real case. Namely, if n is an odd natural number and T, A ~ M n × n,  
then 
TA - AT*  4: I. 
To prove it, suppose the contrary. Taking adjoints on both sides of the 
equation 
TA - AT*  = I,  
we have 
T(  A - A* )  + [T (  A - A*)]* - -TA-AT*  +A'T*  -TA*  = 2 I .  
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Then it follows that, beside B = A - A*, there is another skew-symmetric 
matrix C such that 
TB=C+I .  
Since n is odd, it follows from the properties of the determinant that the 
skew-symmetric matrices are singular. Consequently, the determinant of 
C + I is zero, which implies that -1  is an eigenvalue of C, and that 
contradicts the skew-symmetricity. 
Nevertheless, a similar statement can be proved to that in the case of 
commutators. It is formulated in the following proposition, for which we note 
that for a real or complex Hilbert space H, every ideal of ~q~(H) is 
self-adjoint, as is a straightforward consequence of the polar decomposition of
operators. 
PROPOSITION. Let H be a real or complex Hilbert space with dim H > 1, 
and J c ~(  H ) be an ideal. Then 
span{TA - AT*: T ~ J ,  A ~d~'(H)} 
= span{TA - AT*: T ~2(H) ,  A ~Y} =jr .  
Proof. Since the complex case, just as above, is very easy to prove, we 
assume that H is a real Hilbert space. Let the dimension of H be either 
even or infinite. Then using the operators defined in the proof of the 
Theorem, we have 
2T = (T + T*) + (T - T*)  = - [ (TD)D - D(TD)*] + TI - IT* 
and 
2A = - [  D( DA) - ( DA)D* l + F( FA) - ( FA)F* 
+ E(EFAF)  - (EFAF)  E*, 
from which the statement follows in this case. Now suppose that the 
dimension of H is an odd natural number, say n. Due to the simplicity of 
M n × ,,, we have to show that 
span{TA-AT* :T  E,_~(H) ,  A ~.~(H)}  =2(H) .  
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l_~t B be an n x n matrix. Then B can be decomposed into a sum 
B = B l + B z + B 3 such that Pi B~ Pi = Bi, where Pi is as in the second half 
of the proof of Theorem (i = 1, 2, 3). Consequently, the statement for this 
case follows from the one concerning the cases of (n - 1) x (n - 1) and 
2 x 2 matrices. • 
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